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Abstract: Protection system for DC-link circuit of back-to-back converter of PMSG (Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator)
based wind turbine is essential part for the system to ride through a network fault in grid system. Voltage on the DC-link circuit can
be increased significantly due to power unbalance between stator side converter and grid side converter. Increase of DC-link circuit
voltage can lead to a damage of IGBT of the converter and control system failure. In this paper performance enhancement of DC-link
protection of PMSG based wind turbine by using new control system of buck converter is proposed. The buck converter is used to
control supplied voltage of a breaking resistor to dissipate energy from the wind generator during network disturbance. In order to
investigate effectiveness of the proposed DC-link protection system, fault analysis is performed in the simulation study by using
PSCAD/EMTDC software program. In addition, comparative analysis between the proposed protection system and the conventional
protection system using DC chopper is also performed.
Key words: Wind farm, variable speed wind turbine, permanent magnet synchronous generator, buck controller.

1. Introduction
In many countries utilization of wind power is
being encouraged by way of government’s policy to
establish the real commercial generation projects [1,
2]. Large scale of wind farms are planned in many
countries not only for reducing the production of CO2,
SO2 and NOX but also for economic competition [2].
Over recent years, PMSG (Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Generator) based variable speed wind
turbine has become one of the most popular types of
wind turbine generator. In this concept, PMSG is
directly driven by a wind turbine without gear and is
connected to the AC power grid through the power
converter. Permanent magnet machines are characterized as having large air gaps, which reduce flux
linkage even in machines with multi-magnetic poles
[3-6]. PMSG system equipped with full rating power
electronic converters has strong fault ride through
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capability during a network disturbance.
Currently, most of PMSG system studies consider
normal operation, for example, realization of
maximum power point tracking. Studying on the
PMSG system protection is not so much [7],
meanwhile, enhancement of FRT (fault ride-through)
capability is required for operating of wind farm. The
wind farm should stay online during and after a
network disturbance [8]. Therefore, enhancement of
protection system of the wind generator is very
important to be studied. When a fault occurs in the
grid, a voltage dip appears at the terminal of wind
generator and then the active power delivered to the
grid is also reduced. As the generator side converter is
decoupled with the grid, generator continues to
generate the active power and thus the DC-link
voltage increases due to the energy unbalance between
the generator side converter and the grid side
converter.
Usually, a simple DC chopper with a braking
resistance is inserted into the DC-link circuit to
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dissipate the active power produced by PMSG in such
a way that the active power balance in the DC-link
circuit is maintained [4, 6, 9]. However, it can have a
problem if the active power coming from the PMSG is
not balanced against the capacity of braking resistor.
This is because the capacity of resistor in the
protection system with a simple DC chopper is
constant (uncontrolled). In order to solve the problem
new topology of DC-link protection of PMSG by
using buck converter is proposed in this paper.

2. PMSG Based Wind Turbine
A configuration of PMSG based wind turbine is
shown in Fig. 1. The wind turbine directly drives the
rotor of PMSG without a gear box. The stator winding
of PMSG is connected to the grid system through fully
rated power of back-to-back converter and a step up
transformer (TR). The back-to-back converter consists
of SSC (stator side converter) and GSC (grid side
converter) linked by DC circuit. Typically, SSC
controls active power (Ps) and reactive power (Qs) of
the generator by controlling its stator current (Is). On
the other hand, grid side converter maintains the
DC-link voltage (Vdc) across of DC capacitor (Cdc) to
be constant and controls the reactive power (Qg)
injected to grid system by controlling the converter
grid current (Ig) [10]. Both converters are constructed
from IGBTs circuit of which switching is controlled
by PWM (pulse wide modulation) technique. SSC is
operated under variable frequency depending on the
rotational speed of generator (ωr) and GSC is operated
under constant frequency depending on the grid
system (50 Hz or 60 Hz). In order to synchronize
frequency between the grid side converter output and
the grid system, PLL (phase lock loop) is used [11].
The PLL generates a phase output signal (θg). A pitch
controller is equipped with the wind turbine to control
pitch angle of wind turbine blades (β) when the
rotational speed increases over the generator’s
maximum speed. DC-link protection circuit is
installed parallel with the DC capacitor. The DC

protection circuit limits the transient over voltage of
the DC-link circuit due to network disturbance such as
a short circuit. The DC-ink protection protects both
IGBTs of back-to-back converter and DC capacitor.
2.1 Aerodynamic Model
The mathematical model expressing mechanical
power extraction from wind can be written as follows
[12]:
Pw = 0 . 5 ρπ R 2V w3 C p ( λ , β )

(1)

where, Pw is the captured wind power (W), ρ is the air
density (kg/m3), R is the radius of rotor blade (m),
Vw is wind speed (m/sec), and Cp is the power
coefficient.
The power coefficient is depending on tip speed
ratio (λ) and blade pitch angle (β) of the wind turbine.
The power coefficient of the turbine can be obtained
as follows:
− c5

⎞
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and
λ=

ωr R
Vw

(4)

The characteristic coefficients of wind turbine, c1 to
c6, are c1 = 0.5176, c2 = 116, c3 = 0.4, c4 = 5, c5 = 21
and c6 = 0.0068 [13], and ωr is rotational speed of
turbine in rad/sec.
The Cp-λ characteristic for different values of the
pitch angle β is shown in Fig. 2a. The maximum value
of Cp (Cp_opt = 0.48) is achieved for β = 0˚ and λ = 8.1.
This value of λ is defined as the optimal value (λopt).
Fig. 2b depicts the turbine output power as a function
of the rotor speed with the blade pitch angle β = 0˚.
In variable speed wind turbines, the rotational speed
of wind turbine is controlled to follow the MPPT
(maximum power point trajectory) as follows:
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e
of a seevere network
k disturbancee
15]. When the effect
he power sysstem is analyssed, howeverr, at least twoo
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MSG based wiind turbine.
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wheere,
Ht, Hg: Momentts of inertia oof wind turbiine rotor andd
gen
nerator;
Te:
Tm,
W
Wind
turbinne
aerodyn
namic
andd
elecctromagnetic torques;
ωt, ωg: Wind turrbine rotor annd generator speeds;
s
δt, δg: Angular positions of rootor and generator;
Dshaaft: Damping coefficient;
Kshaaft: Spring connstants.

(a) Cpp-λ characteristtic for different pitch angle

2.3 Pitch Controol Model

Fig. 2

Fig.
F
3 depictts a pitch coontroller systtem of windd
turb
bine [14, 18]. The pitch coontroller of vaariable speedd
win
nd turbine usuually regulatees rotational speed of thee
roto
or not to be over
o
its settinng value. The control loopp
of the
t pitch acttuator is reppresented by a first-orderr

(b) Poweer characteristic
Characteristic wind
d turbine.
3

⎛ω R⎞
Pmppt = 0.5ρπ
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⎝
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(5)

tran
nsfer functionn with time constant (Tβ) and
a the pitchh
ratee limiter. In this model, the blade piitch angle off
win
nd turbine is kept
k to zero ddegree when the
t rotationall
speed is less thann the setting vvalue (ωset = 1.21 pu).

2.2 Mechaniical Model
The rotatting mass of
o mechanical wind turrbine
system conssists of wind turbine
t
rotor,, generator, and
a a
gear box. It is known that the single rotating masss or
one-lump mass
m
is suffficient as shaft
s
model for
analysing thhe impact of wind speed fluctuations [14,

Fig.. 3

Pitch conttroller model.
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2.4 PMSG
G (Permanent
Generator) Model
M

Magneet

Synchronnous

Differentiial equationns of perm
manent maagnet
synchronouss machine can be expreessed in the DQ
rotor referennce frame, whhere all quanntities in the rotor
r
reference fraame are referrred to the staator [13, 19]. The
equations arre expressed as
a follows:
Lds

di

ds = V − R i + ω L i
ds
d
s ds
s qs qs
dt

d
di
Lqs

qs
=V − R i +ω L i −ω ϕ
s qs
s m
qs
s ds dss
dt

(9)

volttage can suuddenly increease due to the energyy
imb
balance between the statoor side conveerter and thee
grid
d side converter. The vvoltage increease can bee
con
ntrolled by inserting a braking resistor in thee
DC-link circuit to
t dissipate tthe excess en
nergy throughh
a power
p
electrronic switchh as shown in Fig. 6..
How
wever, dissippated energyy in the brak
king resistorr
can
nnot be contrrolled, and hhence, energ
gy imbalancee
betw
ween SSC and
a
GSC caan still appeaar. This cann
app
pear due to thee imbalance bbetween the output
o
power

(10)

where, Lds and
a Lqs are innductances of
o stator windding,
Rs is the sttator windingg resistance, Vds and Vqss are
stator voltagges, Ids and Iqs are stator currents, ωs is
angular frequency of the stator, and ψm is the
permanent magnet
m
flux liinkage.
2.5 Converteer Controllerr System
Block diaagram of SSC
C controller iss depicted in Fig.
4. The aim of the SSC controller
c
is to control acctive
and reactivee power outpuut of PMSG. The
T active poower
and reactivee power of thee PMSG are controlled byy the
q-axis curreent (Isq) annd the d-axiis (Isd) currrent,
respectively. The activee power refference (Ps**) is
obtained byy MPPT conntroller. The reactive poower
reference (Q
Qs*) is set too zero for unnity power faactor
operation.
Fig. 5 shoows a block diagram
d
of thee GSC controoller.
The controller is used to
t control thee reactive poower
output of GS
SC and DC-link voltage by
b controllingg the
d-axis (Igd) and
a the q-axis (Igq) outputt currents of GSC.
G
The reactivee power referrence (Qg*) is set to zero and
the DC voltaage referencee (Vdc*) is sett to 3.0 kV (rrated
value).

Fig.. 4

Stator side converter controller system
m.

Fig.. 5

Grid side converter conttroller system..

Fig.. 6

Conventioonal DC-link p
protection systeem.

3. DC-Lin
nk Protectioon System
During a network dissturbance likke a short cirrcuit
fault, outputt power of the PMSG decreases at the grid
side convertter and thenn over voltagge can appeaar in
DC-link circcuit of the back-to-back
b
power conveerter
of PMSG. During a fault
f
conditioon, the DC--link
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from the geenerator andd the power capacity off the
resistor.
The detaailed control scheme of
o the DC--link
protection syystem propossed in this paper is show
wn in
Fig. 7. The protection syystem consistts of main sw
witch
circuit and buck
b
converteer circuit. Maain switch cirrcuit
is used to activate the DC-link protection
p
w
when
DC-link circcuit voltage increases moore than 1.055 pu
due to a faullt in the grid system. The buck
b
convertter is
used to control DC voltage (Vrc) acrross the breakking
resistance (R
Rrc) dependinng on powerr generated from
f
the PMSG (P). The power
p
outpuut of PMSG
G is
determined from its rotational speed throough
maximum power
p
point tracking
t
conttroller. By using
u
the informaation, generatted power from
f
PMSG and
consumed power
p
in thee breaking reesistance cann be
balanced, annd then, dynnamic stabilitty of the PM
MSG
can be enhannced.
Fig. 8 illustrates thhe basic principle of the
buck-choppeer composed of IGBT as a switch breaker
[20]. Duringg the period Ton the choppper is operaated,
and the source voltage will
w be conneected to the load
(Rrc) terminnals. Furtherm
more, duringg the period Toff,
the chopper is off, the current i0 in Rrc will flow into
the commuttation diode (DF), the looad terminalss are
connected briefly
b
througgh DF, and Vrc becomes zero.
z
Thus, the avverage value of the DC vooltage at the load
can be deterrmined by thee following eqquation.
e =V α
(11)
o
dc
⎛

T
on
α = D = ⎜⎜
⎜ Ton + Tooff
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟⎟ =
⎠

⎛ Ton
⎜
⎜ T
⎝

⎞
⎟ = f . Ton
⎟
⎠

con
nverter has a voltage dip on the grid side voltage..
Theerefore powerr sent from thhe converter to the grid iss
inflluenced. Aftter the distuurbance is cleared, thee
con
nverter voltagge returns to the normal, and then thee
actiive power will be suppliedd to the grid again. Powerr
tran
nsferred from
m the GSC too the grid is given
g
by Eq..
(13) [21].

Fig.. 7

Proposed DC-link proteection system.

Fig.. 8

Basic chop
pper step-down circuit.

(12)

where,
e0: DC voltaage on the loaad;
Vdc: Voltagee source;

α, D: Duty cycle;
c
Ton: Period of
o switch-on;
Toff: Period of
o switch-off;;
f: Frequencyy;
T: Period.
If a fault occurs in thhe grid systeem, the grid side
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Pcg =

Vc * V g
X ph

sin ( δ c − δ g )

(13)

where,
Pcg: Power transferred from the converter to the grid;
Vc, δc: Converter terminal voltage (magnitude and
phase of the fundamental component);
Vg, δg: Grid terminal voltage (magnitude and phase of
the voltage grid);
Xph: Reactance between Vc and Vg.
When Vg decreases to 0, the active power cannot be
transferred to the grid, and then over voltage as given
in Eq. (14) appears in the DC-link circuit.
V dc =

2
∫ ( PWT − Pcg ) dt
C dc

(14)

DC over-voltage can be controlled within a safe
level if the excess power is discarded in several ways,
for example, chopper controlled resistor. Resistor of
the chopper can be determined as follows:
R rc =

I chop =

2
V rated
Prated

(15)

1 .05 V rated
1 .05 Prated
=
= 1 .05 I rated (16)
R chop
Vchop

4. Simulation Analysis

PSCAD/EMTDC. Two cases are considered as
scenarios to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
control system. In Case 1, the proposed controller
system shown in Fig. 7 is used for DC-link protection
system. In Case 2, the DC link protection is performed
by using conventional system shown in Fig. 6. In both
scenarios wind speeds for each wind generator are
kept constant to the values shown in Fig. 9 and value
of Rrc is set at 1.0 pu.
Comparative simulation analysis of PMSG’s
dynamic responses has been performed between the
proposed method (Case 1) and conventional method
(Case 2), and the results are shown in figures.
Figs. 10-12 show the responses of DC-link circuit
voltage during (3 LG) three lines to ground fault. In
the simulation analysis, wind speeds of PMSG1,
PMSG3, and PMSG5 are 12 m/sec, 11 m/sec, and 10
m/sec, respectively. It is seen from the figures that
excess DC-link voltage can be well controlled in the
proposed method. Figs. 13-15 show the rotor speed
responses of PMSGs for Case 1 and Case 2, from
which it is seen that transient oscillation of the rotor

4.1 Power System Model
The power system model considered in this analysis
is shown in Fig. 9. A wind farm with power capacity
of 25 MW composed of five PMSGs each rated at 5
MW is connected to a large power system through a
33 kV/66 kV, 25 MVA main transformer and 66 kV
double circuit transmission line. The grid frequency is
50 Hz and system base is 25 MVA.
The parameters of PMSG based wind turbine are
presented in Table 1. Temporary three-line table to
ground fault (3 LG) for 5 cycles (0.1 sec) is
considered as network disturbance. The fault occurs at
1.0 sec. In this study, the different wind speed data are
applied to the each wind turbine as shown in Fig. 9.
4.2 Simulation Results
The proposed controller has been investigated
through simulation analyses performed by using

Fig. 9
Table 1

Power system model.
Parameters of PMSG based wind turbine.

Generator
parameter
Power
Voltage
Frequency
Rs
Lds
Lqs
ψm

Value
5 MW
1,800 V
20 Hz
0.017 pu
0.96 pu
0.76 pu
1.4

Drive train
parameter
Hg
Ht
D
K

Value
0.45 s
3.0 s
1.5
296
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Fig. 15
Fig. 10

Rotor speed response of PMSG5 (10 m/sec).

DC-link voltage response of PMSG1 (12 m/sec).

Fig. 16 Active power output of PMSGs in Case 1
(proposed method).
Fig. 11

DC-link voltage response of PMSG3 (11 m/sec).

Fig. 17 Active power output of PMSGs in Case 2
(conventional method).

Fig. 12

DC-link voltage response of PMSG5 (10 m/sec).

Fig. 13

Rotor speed response of PMSG1 (12 m/sec).

Fig. 18 Reactive power output of PMSGs in Case 1
(proposed method).

Fig. 14

Rotor speed response of PMSG3 (11 m/sec).

Fig. 19 Reactive power output of PMSGs in Case 2
(conventional method).
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speed can be well controlled in the proposed method.
Figs. 16-19 show responses of active and reactive
power outputs of all the PMSGs, respectively. From
the figures, it is seen that power drop and power swing
during the fault can be reduced more significantly in
the proposed method than the conventional method.

[4]

[5]

5. Conclusions
A new DC-link protection scheme using buck
converter has been proposed for permanent magnet
wind generator and its performance under network
disturbance condition has been investigated through
simulation
analyses
using
PSCAD/EMTDC.
Comparative simulation analysis has been performed
for severe three-line to ground (3 LG) fault between
the proposed DC-link protection system and the
conventional protection system. From the simulation
results, it is shown that the proposed method can
control well the DC-link voltage as well as other
dynamic responses of PMSG such as rotor speed and
active power output. Therefore it can be concluded
that the dynamic performance of PMSG can be
enhanced by the proposed DC-link protection system.

[6]

[7]

[8]
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